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SIXTH FORM

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

The Best of Both Worlds
We are delighted that we are now able to offer the best of
both worlds for our Sixth Formers. Whilst we are committed to
delivering single sex education in the classroom, with girls and
boys able to develop and enjoy a broad range of opportunities
without constraint from gender stereotypes, we also recognise
the social benefits of a co-education environment.

Outstanding Results
We are committed to providing an outstanding quality of teaching across our
two vibrant and thriving Sixth Forms. This commitment is illustrated in the
exceptional results that our boys and girls continually achieve.

Outside the Classroom
We recognise the importance of extending your studies beyond the classroom
as well as developing other skills to equip you for life beyond Sixth Form.
Our pupils collaborate in Music, Sport, and Drama, as well as a host of
extra-curricular clubs and activities. This includes our joint Friday afternoon
programme with over 50 activities from which to choose, providing you with
the opportunity to participate in one of a range of varied and valuable
co-curricular activities intended to extend and enrich your education.
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Higher Education Support
Whatever route you choose after A Levels, our staff will support you in your
decision making and when making applications. This includes advice about
UCAS, and specialist support for medical applications, Oxford and Cambridge
applications, overseas universities, as well as routes into Art, Drama and
Music colleges.

A Levels & Academic Enrichment
Our schools offer a wide range of A Level subjects – over 20 each – with
some being taught collaboratively. You will take the three A Levels most
universities require, although some of our pupils (including those taking Further
Mathematics) have the opportunity to take four.
In addition to the broad curriculum we offer, we also offer the Extended
Project Qualification (EPQ) at both schools. The EPQ is a highly regarded
qualification that helps you learn the skills required for independent learning.
The qualification is worth half an A Level and encourages skills in critical and
analytical thinking as well as project management skills – excellent preparation
for your future studies at university. 
Other academic enrichment activities abound, from the many academic
societies run by the pupils, to the Science in Action programme which
enables pupils to undertake independent scientific research in our excellent
laboratories. You will be encouraged to be involved in at least one of these
enrichment activities in addition to your A Level studies.
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Brand New Shared Sixth Form Centre
The shared Sixth Form Centre will open in September 2019 and has been
designed to help you make the most of your Sixth Form years, and support
your transition to life beyond school. The Centre provides space for private
study for both boys and girls, and opportunities to socialise together:
• Large social space on the ground floor with a self-service kitchen and café
• Careers Hub with interview rooms
• Group and private study spaces
• Outside terrace – the perfect place for you to take a break between studies

Preparation for Life Beyond School
The Careers Hub will be based in the new shared Sixth Form Centre and will
provide you with guidance on choosing a university or your chosen career path
as well as a diverse range of in-house careers events and talks from universities.

Project One Campus
Project One Campus sees the move of King’s High School to the Myton Road
campus, joining Warwick Preparatory School and Warwick School on one
spacious, green campus.
The project commenced in 2017 and will be fully completed in 2020. It will
see the creation of new school buildings that have been sympathetically
designed within an enhanced pedestrian-friendly campus, linked green
spaces and courtyards.
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Our Sixth Forms
Our Sixth Forms are widely recognised as being vibrant
and innovative, with the success of our students beyond
school testament to their dedication and the expert
support of their teachers. Find out more in our Sixth Form
brochures.
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Warwick Independent Schools Foundation provides outstanding, all-round education through our schools, King’s High School with
Warwick Preparatory School, and Warwick School, helping each pupil to maximise their potential.
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